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Abstract

We show that for low public exponent rsa, given a quarter of the bits of the private key
an adversary can recover the entire private key. Similar results (though not as strong) are
obtained for larger values of . For instance, when is a prime in the range [ 1=4 1=2 ],
half the bits of the private key suce to reconstruct the entire private key. Our results
point out the danger of partial key exposure in the rsa public key system.
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1 Introduction
Let N = pq be an rsa modulus and let e; d be encryption/decryption exponents, i.e. ed =
1 mod (N ). We study the following question: how many bits of d does an adversary require
in order to reconstruct all of d? Surprisingly, we show that for low public exponent rsa, given
only a quarter of the least signi cant bits of d, an adversary can eciently recover all of d. We
obtain similar results, summarized in the next subsection, for larger values of e as well. Our
results show that rsa, and particularly low public exponent rsa, are vulnerable to partial key
exposure. We refer to this class of attacks as partial key exposure attacks.
To motivate this problem consider a computer system which has an rsa private key stored
on it. An adversary may attempt to attack the system in a variety of ways in order to obtain the
private key. Some attacks (e.g. a timing attack [4]) are able to reveal some bits of the key, but
may fail to reveal the entire key [7]. Our results show that attacks, such as the timing attack
on rsa, need only be carried out until a quarter of the least signi cant bits of d are exposed.
Once these bits are revealed the adversary can eciently compute all of d. Another scenario
where partial key exposure comes up is in the presence of covert channels. Such channels are
often slow or have a bounded capacity. Our results show that as long as a fraction of the private
exponent bits can be leaked, the remaining bits can be reconstructed.
It is natural to ask the analogous question in the context of discrete log schemes. For
instance, given a fraction of the bits of the private key in the ElGamal public key system [2], can
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one eciently recover the entire key? There is no known method for doing so. Furthermore, the
common belief is that no such ecient algorithm exists. This resistance to partial key exposure
is an interesting distinction between rsa and discrete log schemes.
We note that Wiener [9] showed that rsa is insecure whenever the private exponent d is less
than N = . In other words, given that the 3=4 most signi cant bits of d are zero an adversary can
eciently recover the remaining quarter. This result does not apply to our problem: Wiener's
continued fractions approach does not work when the most signi cant bits of d are given to
the adversary, but they are non-zero. Instead, we derive our results using powerful tools due
to Coppersmith [1].
Let N = pq be an n-bit rsa modulus. Throughout the paper we view the private exponent
d as an n-bit string. When referring to the t most signi cant bits of d we refer to the t leftmost
bits of d when viewed as an n-bit string. For instance, it is possible that the t most signi cant
bits of d are all zero, for some t. Similarly, a quarter of the bits of d always refers to n=4 bits.
1 4

1.1 Summary of Results
We summarize our results in the following two theorems. The proofs are given in the body of
the paper. The rst theorem applies to low public exponent rsa. Thepsecond applies toplarger
values of e. Throughout we assume N = pq is an rsa modulus with N=2 < q < p < 2 N .
Theorem 1.1 Let N = pq be an n-bit rsa modulus. Let 1  e; d  (N ) satisfy ed 
1 mod (N ). There is an algorithm that given the n least signi cant bits of d computes all of
d in time polynomial in n and e.
As we shall see, the running time of the attack algorithm in the above theorem is in fact
linear in e log e. Consequently, as long as e is not \too large" the attack can be eciently
mounted. For a very small value of e such as e = 3 the attack runs in a reasonable amount
of time. For larger values, such as e = 65537, the attack is still feasible, though clearly takes
much longer.
Theorem 1.2 Let N = pq be an n-bit rsa modulus. Let 1  e; d  (N ) satisfy ed 
1 mod (N ).
4
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1. Suppose e is a prime in the range [2t : : : 2t+1 ] with n4  t  n2 . Then given the t most
signi cant bits of d there is a polynomial time (in n) algorithm to compute all of d.
2. More generally, suppose e 2 [2t : : : 2t+1 ] is the product of at most r distinct primes with
n
 t  n2 . Then given the factorization of e and the t most signi cant bits of d there is
4
an algorithm to compute all of d in time polynomial in n and 2r .
3. When the factorization of e is unknown, we obtain a weaker result. Suppose e is in the
range [2t : : : 2t+1 ] with t 2 0 : : : n=2. Further, suppose d > N for some  > 0. Then there
is a polynomial time (in n and 1 ) algorithm that given the n ? t most signi cant bits of
d, computes all of d.

Theorem 1.2 applies to public exponents e in the range 2n=  e  2n= . Unlike the previous
theorem, Theorem 1.2 makes use of the most signi cant bits of d. When e is prime, at most half
4
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the bits of d are required to mount the attack. Fewer bits are needed when e is smaller. Indeed,
if e is close to N = only a quarter of the msb bits of d are required. The same result holds
when e is not prime, as long as we are given the factorization of e and e does not have too many
distinct prime factors. The last part of the theorem applies to e < N = when the factorization
of e is not known. To mount the attack, at least half the msb bits of d are required. More
bits are necessary, the smaller e is. The attack algorithm works for most e, but may fail if d is
signi cantly smaller than N .
One may re ne Theorem 1.2 in many ways. It is possible to obtain other results along these
lines for public exponents e < N = . For instance, consider the case when the factorization
of e is unknown. If the adversary is given half the most signi cant bits of d and a quarter of
the least signi cant bits then we show the adversary can recover all of d. When e < N = this
is better than the results of Theorem 1.2 part (3). However, we view attacks that require a
non-consecutive bits of d as arti cial. We brie y sketch these variants in Section 4.3.
1 4
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1.2 Notation
Throughout the paper we let Np= pq denote an n-bit rsa modulus. We assume the primes p
and q are distinct and close to N . More precisely, we assume

p

p

4 < N=2 < q < p < 2 N

(1)

We denote the set of such n-bit rsa moduli by Z (n). Our results also apply to rsa moduli
N = pq where p is much larger than q, but wepdo not give the details here.
Notice that equation (1) implies p + q < 3 N . For convenience, throughout the paper we
set
s := p + q:
Under the assumption p > q this implies:
p
p = 21 (s + s ? 4N ):
(2)
Furthermore, it follows by equation (1) that
(2)

2

p

N=2 < N ? 4 N < (N ) < N:

(3)

Let 1  e; d  (N ) be encryption/decryption exponents. Then ed  1 (mod (N )).
Throughout the paper we denote by k the unique integer such that:

ed ? k(N ) = ed ? k(N ? s + 1) = 1:
Since (N ) > d we know that k < e.

3

(4)

2 Finding Small Solutions to Bivariate Polynomials
Our results make heavy use of seminal results due to Coppersmith. Using the lattice basis
reduction algorithm of Lenstra, Lenstra, and Lovasz [5], Coppersmith [1] shows how to nd
small solutions (x ; y ) to a bivariate polynomial f (x; y), provided appropriate bounds on x
and y are known in advance.
Theorem 2.1 (Coppersmith[1]) Let f (x; y) be a polynomial in two variables over Z, of maximum degree  in each variable separately, and assume the coecients of f are relatively prime
as a set. Let X , Y be bounds on the desired solutions x , y . De ne f~(x; y) := f (Xx; Y y) and
let D be the absolute value of the largest coecient of f~. If XY < D =  , then in time polynomial in (log D; 2 ), we can nd all integer pairs (x ; y ) with p(x ; y ) = 0; jx j < X; jy j < Y .
We make use of an immediate consequence of this theorem, which is a slight generalization
of a result in [1].
Corollary 2.2 Let N = pq be an n-bit rsa modulus. Let r  2n= be given and suppose
p := p mod r is known. Then it is possible to factor N in time polynomial in n.
Proof Without loss of generality, assume p and r are relatively prime. From p := p mod r we
may nd q := q  N=p mod r. We seek a solution (x ; y ) to f (x; y) = (rx + p )(ry + q ) ? N ,
where 0  x < X = 2n= =r (similarly y < Y = 2n= =r). Notice, however, that the greatest
common divisor of the coecients of the polynomial f (x; y) is r, so to use Theorem 2.1, we
must divide through by r to get a new polynomial g(x; y) = f (x; y)=r. Now notice that the
largest coecient of g~(x; y) = g(Xx; Y y) is at least 2n =r. So, to use Theorem 2.1 we require
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XY = r? 2n < (2n =r) = ;
2
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which is satis ed whenever r > 2 n = . By doing exhaustive search on the rst two bits of x
and y this can be reduced to r  2n= .

( +2) 4

0

4

0

3 Partial key exposure attack on low exponent RSA
In this section we consider attacks on the RSA cryptosystem with a \small" exponent e. For
our purposes, \small" implies that exhaustive search on all values less than e is feasible. In
particular, since k  e holds, our attack algorithm can try all possible values of k (recall that
k is the unique integer satisfying de ? k(N ) = 1). We can now prove Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 3.1 With the notation as in Section 1.2, given the n least signi cant bits of d, we
can factor N in time linear in e log e and polynomial in n.
Proof Suppose we are given the least-signi cant n -bit block of d; that is, we know d 
d mod 2n= . Reducing equation (4) modulo 2n= and substituting s = p + N=p, we see that
p mod 2n= is a solution for x in the equation
4
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ed  1 + k(N ? x ? N=x + 1) (mod 2n= );
4

0

4

which leads to the quadratic following equation in x:

kx + (ed ? k(N + 1) ? 1)x + kN  0 (mod 2n= ):
2

(5)

4

0

The attack algorithm tries all candidate values for k in the range [0 : : : e]. For each candidate
value, the algorithm computes every solution for x mod 2n= in equation (5) and applies the
algorithm of Corollary 2.2 to each solution to try to factor N .
It remains to show that equation (5) does not have too many solutions for each candidate
value k. Notice that k divides the coecients of the quadratic term and the constant term of
equation (5). To see that k divides the coecient of the linear term, observe ed ? k(N +1) ? 1 =
?k(p + q). Suppose k = 2tm for some integer t and odd integer m. Then every solution x to
equation (5) satis es
4

0

mx ? m(p + q)x + mN  0 (mod 2 n=
2

(

?t ):

4)

Furthermore, m is odd so m? is well-de ned, so every such solution satis es
1

x ? (p + q)x + N  0 (mod 2 n=
2

(

?t ):

4)

This equation has at most two solutions modulo 2, so by Hensel lifting we have that it has at
most two solutions modulo 2 n= ?t . Therefore, equation (5) has at most 2t solutions modulo
2n= . For example, there are at most two solutions for odd candidates k, four solutions when
k = 2m for odd m, and so on; since k is exhaustively searched in the range [0 : : : e], this implies
that at most e log e solutions x will be tested before the correct value of x = p mod 2n= is
obtained, exposing the factorization of N . Hence, the total running time is linear in e log e
and polynomial in n.

(

4)
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We did not employ the full generality of Corollary 2.2, as mod r bits could have been used
for any r  2n= . This will be used in the next section where we consider more sophisticated
key exposure attacks.
One may wonder whether a similar partial key exposure attack is possible using the most
signi cant bits of d. The answer is no. The reason is that low public exponent rsa leaks half
the most signi cant bits of d. In other words, the adversary may obtain half the most signi cant
bits of d from e and N alone. Consequently, revealing the most signi cant bits of d does not
help the adversary in exposing the rest of d. This is stated more precisely in the following fact.
Fact 3.2 With the notation as in Section 1.2, suppose there exists an algorithm A that given
the n=2 msb bits of d discovers all of d in time t(n). Then there exists an algorithm B that
breaks rsa in time et(n).
Proof Observe that by equation (4), we have d = (1 + k(N + 1 ? p ? q))=e. Let d~ be


1
+
k
(
N
+
1)
d~ =
e
Then
p
p
0  d~ ? d  k(p + q)=e  3k N=e < 3 N
4
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It follows that d~ matches d on the n=2 most signi cant bits of d. Hence, once k is known, the
half most signi cant bits of d are exposed. With this observation, algorithm B can work as
follows: try all possible values of k in the range [0 : : : e]. For each candidate, compute the value
d~. Run algorithm A giving it half the most signi cant bits of d~. Once the correct k is found
the entire private key is exposed.

Fact 3.2 explains why for low exponent rsa one cannot mount a partial key recovery attack
given the most signi cant bits of d. It is natural to ask whether one can expose all of d given a
quarter of the low order bits of d that are not necessarily the least signi cant ones. For instance,
P. Nguyen[6] observed that if p, q are randomly chosen n=2-bit primes, then the attack can be
mounted given the n=4 bits in positions n=4 to n=2. Is it possible to generalize this result to
every subsequence of n=4 bits from the n=2 low-order bits of d? At the moment this is an open
question.
Remark 1. Fact 3.2 demonstrates that computing the exponentiation associated with the
half high-order bits of d can be performed by an untrusted server. This may be of use in
server-aided RSA systems where techniques using the Chinese Remainder Theorem cannot be
employed. For instance, in threshold RSA [3], the factorization of the modulus is not known to
any party, so Chinese Remainder techniques are of no help in accelerating computation. Fact
3.2 suggests that the half high-order bits of d can be revealed to the server with no additional
compromise in security, allowing accelerated computation by o -loading that portion of the
exponentiation operation.

4 Partial key exposure attack on medium exponent rsa
We describe several attacks on the rsa system that can be employed when the public key e is
in the range 2n= to 2n= . Unlike the previous section, these attacks require the most signi cant
bits of d to be given. We mount the attack by carefully studying equation (4):
4

2

ed ? k(N ? s + 1) = 1
Recall that s = p + q.
The key to mounting these attacks is in nding k. Searching for k by brute force is infeasible,
since k is an arbitrary element in the range [0; e]. Fortunately, given suciently many msb's
of d, we may compute k directly, eliminating it as an unknown from equation (4). Once k
is revealed, we are left with two unknowns, d and s which we recover using various methods.
The pmain tool for discovering k is presented in the following theorem. It shows that as long as
e < N we can nd k given only log e msb bits of d. The theorem produces a small constant
size interval containing k. As always, we try all possible values of k in the interval until our
attack algorithm succeeds.
Theorem 4.1 With the notation as in Section 1.2, let t be an integer in the range [0 : : : n ].
Suppose 2t < e < 2t and we know the t most signi cant bits of d. Then we can eciently
compute the unique k satisfying equation (4) up to a constant additive error.
2

2

+1
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The proof of Theorem 4.1 relies on the following lemma, which provides general conditions
under which k can be deduced by rounding.
Lemma 4.2 Suppose d is given such that the following two conditions hold:
0

(i) je(d ? d )j < c N , and
(ii) ed < c N .
0

0

2

1

3=2

Then the unique k satisfying ed ? k(N ) = 1 is an integer in the range [k~ ? ; k~ + ] where
k~ = (ed0 ? 1)=N and  = 2(8c2 + 2c1).
Proof Let k~ = (ed0 ? 1)=N . Then

k~ ? k = (ed ? 1) (1N ) ? N1 + e(d (?Nd) ) < c N




0

0

2

p


3=2

N ? (N ) + c N
(N )N
(N )


1

Since N ? (N ) < 4 N and (N ) > N=2 it follows that

k~ ? k < 8c + 2c :
2

1

Consequently, k is an integer in the range [k~ ? ; k~ + ] as required.



We are now prepared to prove Theorem 4.1.

Proof of Theorem 4.1

The t most signi cant bits of d enable us to construct an integer d satisfying jd ? d j < 2n?t.
We use Lemma 4.2 to compute k. By the restriction on e, condition (i) is satis ed with c = 2.
Since d < N , condition (ii) holds with c = 2. Hence k is an integer in a known interval of
width 40.

0

0

1

0

2

4.1 Prime public key
We are now ready to prove part (1) of Theorem 1.2. Theorem 4.1 enables us to nd k. Once
k is found we reduce equation (4) modulo e. This removes d from the equation. We can then
solve for s mod e. Given s mod e we are able to factor the modulus.
Theorem 4.3 With the notation of Section 1.2, let t be an integer in the range n  t  n .
Suppose e is a prime in the range [2t : : : 2t ]. Furthermore suppose we are given the t most
signi cant bits of d. Then we can factor N in polynomial time.
Proof The assumptions of the theorem satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.1. Consequently,
k is known to be an integer in a constant size range. We try all candidate values for k. For
each one we do the following:
4

+1

1. Compute s  N + 1 ? k?

1

(mod e). This is well-de ned since gcd(e; k) = 1.
7
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2. Find p mod e by nding a root x of the quadratic
0

x ? sx + N = 0 (mod e)
2

This can be done eciently (in probabilistic polynomial time) since e is prime. Indeed, if
s = p + q mod e then x = p mod e.
3. Use Corollary 2.2 to nd p given p mod e. This is possible since e  2n= .
0

4

Once the correct value of k is found (after a constant number of attempts) the factorization
of N is exposed.

A surprising consequence of this theorem is that, when e is prime and is roughly 
= 2n= ,
only the rst n msb's of d are needed to mount the attack. This attack is as strong as the one
on low public exponent rsa. In any case, for prime e 2 2n= ::2n= the rst n most signi cant
bits of d always suce.
The proof shows that it is not necessary for e to be prime. As long as we can solve the
quadratic in step (2) the proof can be made to work. In order to solve the quadratic we must
be given the factorization of e. Unfortunately, modulo a composite, the quadratic may have
many roots. We must try them all. If e has r distinct prime factors, there are 2r solutions to
consider. As a result, we must also bound the number of prime factors of e. We obtain part
(2) of Theorem 1.2.
Corollary 4.4 As in Theorem 4.3 suppose e is an integer in the range [2t : : : 2t ]. If e has at
most r distinct prime factors, and its factorization is known, then given the t most signi cant
bits of d we can factor N in polynomial time.
We point out that when e is close to 2n= the same attack can be mounted even if the
factorization of e is unknown. In other words, for all e suciently close to 2n= , half the
msb's of d are sucient to reconstruct all of d. Indeed, the range 1::2n= =e can be searched
exhaustively to nd s=e. Given the value of s=e we can obtain s (since s mod e is already
known.) Since s is now known in the integers we can directly nd p using equation (2).
4
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2+2

4.2 Public key with unknown factorization
We now turn to proving part (3) of Theorem 1.2. We consider the case when e is in the range
[2t : : : 2t ] with 0  t  n . The factorization of e is unknown. The following result establishes
that we can still nd all of d, given some of its msb's. Our attack works as long as k is not
signi cantly smaller than e. At the end of the section we note that the attack heuristically
works for almost all e in the range [2t ; 2t ].
Theorem 4.5 With the notation as in Section 1.2, let t be an integer in the range [0 : : : n=2].
Suppose e is in the range [2t : : : 2t ]. Further suppose k >   e for some  > 0. Then there is
an algorithm that given the n ? t most signi cant bits of d nds all of d. The algorithm runs
in time O(n =).
+1

2

+1

+1

3
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Proof Given the n ? t most signi cant bits of d we can construct a d such that 0  d ? d < 2 .
0

t

0

Since e < 2 we can use d and Theorem 4.1 to limit k to a constant size interval. For each
of the candidate k we do the following:
n=2

0

1. Compute d = e? mod k. This is possible since e and k are relatively prime. Since
ed ? k(n) = 1 we know that d = d mod k.
2. By assumption k > 2t . Note that at this point we know d mod k as well as the n ? t
msb's of d. We determine the rest of the bits by an exhaustive search. More precisely,
write
d = kd + d
Then d = d =k +(d ? d )=k ? d =k. The only unknown term in this sum is v = (d ? d )=k.
Since k > 2t we know that v = (d ? d )=k < 1=. To nd v we try all possible candidates
in the range [0;  ]. For each candidate we compute the candidate value of d and test it
out.
3. Once the correct values of v and k are found d is exposed. Testing each candidate d takes
O(n ) time and there are O(1=) candidates to try out.
1

1

1

2

2

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

3


Theorem 4.5 works without having to know the factorization of e. Unfortunately, the results
are not as strong as in the previous section. When e is close to N = Theorem 4.5 implies that
3=4 of the bits of d are needed to reconstruct d. This is much worse than the corresponding
bound achieved in the previous section, where only 1=4 the bits were required. When e is close
to N = the theorem produces results similar to the previous section.
Theorem 4.5 can only be applied when k >   e. Intuitively, k behaves roughly as a random
integer in the range [1; e]. As such, we should have k > e=10 for about 90% of the e 2 [2t ; 2t ].
Hence, heuristically the attack works eciently for almost all e.
1 4

1 2

+1

4.3 More Results
What if the factorization of e is unknown and e was not randomly chosen? Although it may be
computationally infeasible, it is possible for e; d to be speci cally chosen as factors of 1+ k(N )
for very small k, violating the conditions of Theorem 4.5. We stress that this is particularly
unlikely, as not only would the rather large value of 1+ k(N ) would need to be factored into ed,
but a factor e in the range [2n= : : : 2n= ] would need to be obtained, and one that itself cannot
easily be factored (making it vulnerable to Corollary 4.4). However, under these circumstances,
the above attacks would not apply. We conclude with the following general result which holds
for for all e < 2n= . Unfortunately, the result requires non-consecutive bits of d.
Theorem 4.6 With the notation as in Section 1.2, let t be an integer in [1; n ] and e in
[2t : : : 2t ]. Suppose we are given the t most signi cant bits of d and the n least signi cant
bits of d. Then in polynomial time we can factor N .
4

2

2

2
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Proof Sketch Using Theorem 4.1 we may compute a constant size interval I containing k.
Observe that the proof of Theorem 3.1 applies for all e, as long as k and the n=4 least signi cant
bits of d are known. To recover d, run the algorithm of Theorem 3.1 on all candidate values of
k in I .

In fact, Theorem 3.1 can be viewed as a special case of Theorem 4.6 in which exhaustive
search is performed on the requisite O(log n) msb bits of d.

5 Conclusions
We study rsa's vulnerability to partial key exposure. We showed that for low exponent rsa,
a quarter of the least signi cant bits of d are sucient forpeciently reconstucting all of d. We
obtain
p similar results for larger values of e as long as e < N . For instance, when e is close to
N , half the most signi cant bits of d suce.
The results presented demonstrate the danger of leaking a fraction of the bits of d. We note
that discrete log schemes (e.g. DSS, ElGamal) do not seem vulnerable to partial key exposure.
A fraction of the bits of the private key in a discrete log based system does not seem to enable
the adversary to eciently break the system.
There are a number of related open problems:

 Does there exist a polynomial time algorithm
p which enables one to break the rsa system

for values of e substantially larger than N , given only a subset of the bits of d?
 Our strongest result with respect to the fewest bits of d required to break the system
is for an e in the range N = : : : N = with known factorization. For an e with unknown
factoriziation and in the same range, does there exist a polynomial time algorithm which
provides as strong a result?
1 4

1 2
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